SUNDAYS • JULY 7, 14 & 21, 2019
3PM • UH MĀNOA ART AUDITORIUM • FREE!

JULY 7
AGES 3+ • 64 MIN
All-Stars & Originals

Llama Llama
US/Animation/12 min. Based on sweet books by Anna Dewdney. MAHALO TO NCIRCLE ENTERTAINMENT.

Flowers
US/Animation/3 min. Quirky monsters and poems introduce vowels.

Floogals US/UK/Animation/11 min. Tiny aliens explore Earth and its “hoomans.” MAHALO TO NCIRCLE ENTERTAINMENT.

PigTails US/Animation/3 min. A pig in a pet store realizes he just needs to be himself to get adopted.

Munki and Trunk South Africa/Animation/15 min. Best friends explore their jungle world.

Polar Opposites UK/Animation/4 min. A penguin protects his iceberg from a too-friendly polar bear.

Balance Singapore/Animation/4 min. A boy and girl fight for their creative space.

Octonauts: Reef Rescue US/UK/Animation/11 min. Adventurers explore the world’s oceans. MAHALO TO NCIRCLE ENTERTAINMENT.

The Symphony of Triangle US/Animation/2 min. Playful triangles in stop-motion just for fun!

JULY 14
AGES 5+ • 74 MIN
Stories & Shenigans

Story Time!
France/Animation/13 min. A Native boy journeys to find the Bear that controls the seasons.

Miles Away Switzerland/Animation/4 min. Miles and his best friend, a tree, venture to the fair.

Our Way to Fall US/5 min. A girl is unsatisfied with her life until someone changes her perspective.

Lilly Hits the Road Canada/Animation/5 min. The tale of an orange monster and fuzzy friend from the hilarious art of the Bam Family cousins, ages 10-14.

The Little Fish and the Crocodile Germany/China/14 min. A fable from the rainforest in the Odzala National Park told by the children of the Sanza Mobimba Kindergarten.

Toco Tim and the Turtles Trinidad, Tobago/3 min. How human behavior impacts leatherback turtles.

Moko the Young Explorer France/Animation/5 min. Moko explores the natural world and marine life.

Dream Catcher US/4 min. A boy escapes his loneliness through dreams and imagination.

A Dreamer’s Melody US/4 min. A trip to the movies sparks a passion for a young girl.

Mister Mirror Man Mexico/Animation/10 min. A stubborn fish collector faces his own boundaries.

Blue Toes US/10 min. The best swimmer on the team is teased for liking things boys usually don’t like.

All in Good Time Ireland/13 min. One child in 1918, the other in 2018, communicate magically across time.

Donut Thieves from Argon V Australia/10 min. Robots invade Earth to steal the irresistible donuts!

The Puppy Norway/9 min. Eight-year-old siblings try to buy a puppy in a pet store. Subtitles.

Neko No Hi Germany/Animation/11 min. Jiro is diagnosed with cat flu - which means he’s a cat! Subtitles.

Hero Complex US/7 min. There’s only one way to beat a villain (or a bully): become a superhero!

Chika, The Dog in the Ghetto US/Animation/10 min. A Labradoodle’s happiness comes to a sudden end when her beloved owner doesn’t wake up. Then she takes a new turn...

JULY 21
AGES 8+ • 100 MIN
Hooman & Tail Tales

Parker Bubblegum US/Animation/2 min. Introduction to the world of a half-Korean, homeschooled girl.

Do All the Good
Make a Difference US/Animation/2 min. From middle school students on being inclusive. AGES 5+.

Educate Girls US, India/8 min. Group works to empower girls by partnering with public schools, training local champions, and mobilizing communities. Subtitles. AGES 9+.

The Adventures of Zack and Molly USA/Animation/11 min. Molly takes Zack to explore her deep ocean home. From cartoonist Jim Toomey (Sherman’s Lagoon). AGES 11+

JULY 28
AGES 5-18 • 83 MIN
Do All the Good

Skyfall Spain/Animation/2 min. The environment fights back against society’s carelessness! AGES 8+.

Change for Chimps Canada/7 min. A girl raises funds to deliver to her hero, Dr. Jane Goodall. AGES 8+.

Chika, The Dog in the Ghetto Germany/Animation/16 min. In a Jewish ghetto in Poland, a dog helps a 5-year-old develop as a child despite persecution. Awards worldwide. Subtitles. AGES 12+

Are You Volleyball?! Iran/15 min. Arabic-speaking asylum seekers are stopped by soldiers at the border of an English-speaking country, but a deaf boy catalyzes communication between the two groups. Winner of 100 awards at 500 festivals. Subtitles. AGES 12+.